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Abstract 
Spline collocation has been known for some time as a very suitable numerical method in solving linear initial and 
boundary value problems for ODE (Voevudsky, 1989). In those cases, however, when the right-hand side of the equation, 
given on a discrete mesh, includes errors, the method for spline collocation becomes rather unstable with respect o the 
errors. 
The object of the present paper is to investigate the convergence of an approximate solution defined as a minimizer of 
Tikhonov-like regularizer. All results presented in this paper are valid both for initial value problems and, with slight 
modifications, for boundary value problems with zero boundary conditions; but we have chosen an initial value problem 
of the first order to simplify our considerations. 
It is shown that the spline approximant exists for any mesh and for any positive value of the regularization parameter 
and that it converges to the solution of the initial value problem if an appropriate r gularization parameter is chosen. We 
have made use of some ideas of Ragozin (1983). 
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1. Setting of the problem and main results 
1.1. Notation and definitions 
We have adopted  the same notat ion  as in [4, 8]. 
Let  A = d ,  be an arb i t ra ry  n -knots  par t i t ion  of  the s tandard  interval  [0, 1]: 
d=-An=-xi: 0~- -X l  <x2  < "-" <x.=l ,  
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and hi = xi+ 1 - xl be a local step of the partition. Also let 
= max(hl, i = 1,n - 1), _A = min(hi, i = 1,n - 1) 
be the maximum and the minimum step of the partition. 
We define the Sobolev space (m > 1) as 
W~[0, 1] = (¢p: qg, q9(1).., q9 (m- 1) absolutely continuous, q9 (") ~ L2 [0, 1]). 
Let 
WT°[0, 1] = (q," ~o ~ WTI-0, 1], ~o(0) = 0) 
be the linear subspace of functions from W~'[0, 1] vanishing at the beginning of the interval [0, 1]. 
For any k ~< m let us define in W~'[0, 1] a seminorm: 
]flk = (f(k)(x)) 2dx , 
derived from the semi-inner product 
f2 < f ,g~'k = f(k)(x)o(k)(x)dx. 
Let 
II film = ( I f l  2 + [ fl~)l/z 
denote a norm in W~'[O, 1]. 
For f being a function determined on [0, 1] let fA ~ ~,, denote the column vector defined by 
(f~)i =-f(xi), xi e A..  
For any two vectors y = Yi, z = zi ~ ~, we denote the Euclidean orm and the inner product by 
Let u(x) be the exact solution of the initial value problem 
Au = u(x) + p(x)u(x) =f(x) ,  x e [0, 1], (1.1) 
u(0) = 0, (1.2) 
where u(x) ~ W~'° [0, 1], p(x) , f (x)  ~ C[0, 1]. 
For any function ~o(x) ~ W~ [0, 1] we use the notation 
k' = x i  A. ;  = A oi = 
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We denote by J(~p) where q9 ~ W~'°[0, 1] the regularizing functional 
J(q~) = 2 (D"~0(x)) 2 dx (Aqg, _j~)2, (1.3) 
ni=l 
D" being the ruth differential operator and 2 > 0 being a regularizing parameter. 
Using the adopted notation we may write the functional as 
1 
J(q,) = + -II - f z  II 2, wT°[0 ,  1]. 
n 
1.2. The setting of the problem 
We are looking for a function s ~ W~'°[0, 1], m/> 2, such that for 2 > 0 it would be the 
minimizing problem solution 
J(s) = min~(J(q~): ~p ~ WT°[0, 1]). (1.4) 
We denote by S.,z,,. the operator 
Sn,~.,,'~, =:" W~'°[0, 1], 
which maps the column vectorf~ of the right-hand side of Eq. (1.1) into the function s(x) which is 
the solution of the minimization problem (1.4): 
= s(x ) .  (1.5) 
Let us also denote by B~2 [0, 1] the Besov space 
B~z[0,1]=(W~E0, a], wT[0,1])0,2, q=0k+(1-0)m,  0<0<1,  
intermediate [-5, 7] between the spaces W~[0, 1] and W~'[-0, 1]. 
Besides we introduce the notation 
H ° ~ (p ~ WT°[0, 1]" Dmp = 0) (1.6) 
for polynomials of the degree less than m with the initial condition (1.2). 
Proposition 1. For integers k, m with 0 <~ k < m and any real O, 0 < 0 < 1, let q = Ok + (1 - O)m. 
Then 
(i) if q is an integer, then Bq2[0, 1] = wq~[0,1]; 
(ii) the seminorm I* I,. is the equivalent norm in the quotient space 
W7 [-0, 1111I,,; 
(iii) if p ~ 17 ° then 
S,.Z,m((Ap)A) = p. 
Proof. Part (i) has been proved in [7, 8], and part (ii) has been proved in [5]. To prove (iii) note that 
we have J(p) = 0; hence p is a solution of the minimization problem. [] 
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1.3. Basic results 
Theorem 2. The minimization problem (1.4) has a unique solution if and only if 
I I° c~Col(O) = z(x) =- O, x ~ [0, 1], 
where 
Col(q) - (O e W~°[O, 1]: (A~b)A = q~, q ~ ~,). 
Moreover, if the partition A, is quasiuniform, i.e. 
An/_An ~ r, 
r being independent of n, the following estimate of convergence rates holds: 
lu - S,,z,m(f~)] 2 ~< Ck(2 + 22m)(m-U)/mlu[~, k = O,m (1.7) 
Ck > 0 being a generic constant. 
Corollary 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2 and under the additional condition that for 2 ~ 0 the 
value 1/(nZm2) is bounded (zt TM ~< c2) the following estimate holds: 
HU -- Sn, z,m(f~)]lk ~ Ck(1 -k- c)l/22(m-k)/Zmlulra, k = O,m. (1.8) 
In particular when choosing the regularization parameter as 2 = ~2,, the following estimate holds: 
In - S.,a,m(f~)lk <<, cl/2(1 + c)l/2Am-klulm, k = O,m. (1.9) 
2. Existence and uniqueness of the solution 
2.1. Description of the minimization problem solution 
Let (p, &p ~ W~ '° [0, 1] be arbitrary functions. It is obvious that 
q~ + ~ • 6q~ ~ W~ '° [0, 1] 
holds for any p ~ gO. 
Definition 4. We call the functional 6J(tp) = limu-.o J~((p +/~ * 6(p), the variation of the functional 
J(tp) evaluated at a point (p, J '# being the derivative with respect to # of the functional 
J(~o + ~ • 6q,). 
If s e W~ '° [0, 1] is a minimum point of the functional J(tp) then it is necessary that the condition 
5J(s) = 0 would hold for any function 6s ~ W~'°[0, 1] (note that J(tp) depends not only on (p but 
also on 6(p linearly). 
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Trivial calculations how that 
6J(s) = 22 Dms(x)Dm6s(x)dx + - (Asi -f~)A6si = O. (2.1) 
ni=l 
Integration by parts over the subintervals [x~, x~ + 1] yields, by using standard arguments (see for 
more detail l-8, Ch. 11]), that the solution s(x) of the problem (1.4), if any, ought to satisfy the 
following conditions: 
Piecewise polynomial condition: 
D2ms(x) = 0, x ~ (0, 1) excluding xl, xi ~ A, ; (2.2) 
Smoothness conditions, s e C 2m- 3 [0, 1]: 
DJs(xi + O) = DJs(xi -- 0), j = 0, 2m -- 3, i = 2, n - 1 ; (2.3) 
Initial condition (1.2): 
Sl = 0; 
Basic left boundary condition: 
2Dzm_ 2s 1 = ( _ 1)m_ 2 1 (As1 - - f l ) ;  (2.4) 
n 
Higher derivatives discontinuity conditions: 
2D2m- is(x) x,-o Ix ,+o=( -1)m- lP i (As , - f~) ,  i=2 ,n -  1, 
n 
~o2m-2s(x) x,-O -2 1 1~,+0 = ( -1 )  m (hs~-f i ) ,  i=2 ,  n -  1, (2.5) 
n 
(Asi = s~ + pisi); 
Basic right boundary condition: 
J .D 2rn- I sn = ( - -  l )m- 2 P-'~n (As. - f , ) ;  (2.6) 
n 
Second basic right boundary condition: 
~'o2m-2Sn = ( - -  1) m-1 1--(Asn -L ) .  (2.7) 
n 
Also, for a given m > 2 it must satisfy the additional boundary conditions (see below) that on the 
whole make the identity M(s) = 0 valid for any function 6s e W~'°[0, 1]. 
Def in i t ion  5. We call the function s(x) satisfying the conditions (2.2)-(2.7), (1.2) and the additional 
boundary conditions the regularizin# polynomial spline of order 2m (of degree 2m - 1). 
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2.2. Additional boundary conditions 
No extra conditions are required for the case m = 2 because conditions (2.2)-(2.7) and 
(1.2) suffice to make the necessary condition (2.1) valid. For m > 2 the solution s(x) of the 
problem (1.4) requires additional boundary conditions also. So we now proceed to derive these 
conditions. 
If m > 2, then taking into the account he conditions (2.2)-(2.7) and (1.2), the terms 
m-3 
6J(s) = 22 ~ (-1)JDm+Js(x)Dm-J-lt~s(x)l ] (2.8) 
j=0  
remain out of the integral sign in (2.1). 
Now we are free to choose different additional boundary conditions for a regularizing poly- 
nomial spline to fulfill the necessary condition 6J(s) = 0. We restrict the attention to the most 
interesting cases; namely we obtain from (2.8) that the identity 6J(s) = 0 holds if one of the 
following boundary conditions are valid: 
Periodical boundary conditions: 
Dis(x1) = DJs(x,), j = 2,2m - 3; 
Natural boundary conditions: 
(~) 
Dm+Js(x1) = Dm+Js(xn) = O, j = O,m -- 3; 
Hermite boundary conditions: 
(8) 
DJs (x1)  = O~j, DJs(Xn)  = fl j ,  j = 2,m - -  1,  o~j, f l jG  ~.  (~) 
2.3. Uniqueness of the regularizing spline 
Let us show that the minimization problem solution is unique, if it exists. Let sl (x) and $2(.)¢ ) be 
two splines both satisfying boundary conditions (~), (fl) or (?) and the conditions (2.2)-(2.7) and 
(1.2), and define difference z(x) = sx (x) - s2(x). Now let us prove that for z(x) the following identity 
holds: 
1 
21zl 2 + -II (Az)~ 112 -~ 0. (2.9) 
n 
Indeed, integration by parts yields 
21z12 ~2 f~ 
m-1 
[Dmz(x)]2dx = 2 ~, (--1)m+JOm+JT,(x)D m-j- lz(x) lx ~x. 
j=O 
n- lm-1  
• 1 x i+O - -2 ~ ~ (--1)JDm+Jz(x)D m-j-  z(X)lx_O, 
i=2 j=O 
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and since the boundary conditions and the smoothness conditions (2.3) are valid for z(x), remaining 
terms are for j = m - 1 and j = m - 2 only: 
m--1 
~lzl 2 =;~ Y~ ( - -1) JDm+iz(x)Dm-J - l z tx l l  x " ,  , ~, 
j=0  
n -1  m- I  
-- 2 ~ ~ (--1)JDm+Jz(x) Dm-j-lztxx'x'+°~ JUx,-0- 
i=2 j=m-2 
Now using the boundary conditions (2.4)-(2.7) and (1.2) for z(x) we have 
( l [Az" ]2 -1  [Azl] 2) 1"-~i '~lz12 = -n  n - n ,= (az, z; + p,z, Zz,) 
1 
---- II [Az]~ I12. 
n 
Thus equality (2.9) is proved. It follows from (2.9) that 
z(x) ~ l l °  n Col(O), (2.10) 
and, hence, z(x) is a polynomial of degree m - 1 satisfying the homogeneous condition (1.2) and 
n conditions of homogeneous collocations: 
Az(xi) = O, xi~A.  
Therefore, for n large enough we obtain from (2.10) that 
z(x) = 0 = sl(x)  - s2(x), x~ [0,13 
i.e. 
H ° ~ Col(O) = O. (2.11) 
This proves the uniqueness of the minimization problem (1.4) solution. 
2.4. Existence of  the regularizing spline of  degree 2m - 1 
The uniqueness of a regularizing spline has been proved under the assumption of its existence. 
Let us show now that its existence nsues from its uniqueness. Indeed, as it follows from the 
obtained piecewise polynomial condition (2.2), the polynomial spline s(x) is entirely defined by the 
2m(n - 1) coefficients since 
2ra -  1 
S(X):  ~ Sij(X--Xi) j, X~(Xi, Xi+l) , i=  1, n -  1. 
j=0 
There are just 2m(n - 1) linear equations to find these 2m(n - 1) coefficients sij: (2m - 2)(n - 2) 
smoothness equations (2.3); 2 (n -  2) equations (2.4) for higher derivatives discontinuities; one 
initial condition (1.2); and three basic boundary conditions (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7); and for m > 2 
additional 2(m - 2) linear equations for the additional boundary conditions (~), (fl) or (7)- On the 
right-hand side of this linear algebraic system of order 2m(n - 1), 2m(n - 1), there are linear 
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combinations of the entries of the vectorfd. As proved above, this system of simultaneous equations 
may have only one solution (if any), i.e. the system has the unique solution for any right-hand side. 
2.5. Par t i cu la r  case  m = 2 
This simple case may be of some interest because the minimization problem (1.4) has a solution 
s(x)  ~ C 1 [0, 1] in the form of a maximal defect cubic spline. It may be suitably represented in the form 
S(X) = ~ siAi(x ) d- s~Bi(x), x ~ [0, 1], (2.12) 
i=1 
where fundamental cubic splines Ai(x) ,  B i (x)  e C 1 [0, 1] satisfy by definition the interpolation conditions 
Ai (x j )  = 6ii, B i (x j )  = 0, 
A~(X j )  - -  0,  B~(x j )  = (~ij; i , j  = 1, n ,  
(6ij is the Kronecker symbol). 
The supports of the basic splines A~(x) and Bi (x)  are the intervals [x i -1 ,  xi+ 1] for i = 2, n - 1, 
and [xl, x2], Ix,_ 1, x,] for i = 1 and i = n. 
Due to the compactness of their supports and to the equality (2.12) we can reduce the 
aforementioned general system of equations of order 4(n - 1 ) .4 (n -  1) to a system of order 
(2n - 1) • (2n - 1), with a seven diagonal band matrix, symmetric and positive definite if 2 > 0: 
(2+!P)S=-n  1GF '  (2.13) 
2 > 0 being the regularization parameter, 
S = (sl, s2, s'2 . . . .  , s i , s ; ,  . . . ,  s , ,  s',) T ,  
V = ( f l , f2 , f2 ,  ... . . . . .  L , f , )  T, 
T being the transposition symbol, 
Q_ 
2Ca 0 0 0 .. .  0 0 \ ~ b l Cl 
-b l  al + a2 b2 -- bl - -a2  b2 0 . . .  0 0 
I 
Cl bE -- bl 2Cl + 2C2 -b2 C2 0 "'" 0 0 
* "'" 0 
0 . . . .  ai - -  bi ai + ai + 1 bi + 1 - -  bi - a~ + 1 bi + 1 "'" 
0 . . . .  bi ci bi+ 1 - bi 2ci+ 1 "]- 2ci - b i+ 1 Ci+ 1 "'" 
(i = 2, n -- 2) 
0 "'" 0 * 
\ i  0 • ..  - -  an - 1 - bn -  1 an - 1 - b,  - 1 
• -- 0 b,-1 c,-1 -b . -1  2c.-1 / 
(ai - 12/h3; bl - 6 /h2 ;  ci - 2/h~; hl - x~+ l - x i ) ,  
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G = diag [1,p2, 1,p3, 1, ... ,p,,, 1], 
p= 
1 0 0 0 ... 0 X~ 
0 p2 0 ... 0 
0 P2 1 0 ... 0 
0 p2 Pi 0 
0 Pi 1 0 
(i = 3, n -- 1) 
o p. / 
0 p, 1 
Notice the substantial character of the condition 2 > 0: if 2 = 0 then the matrix P and, 
consequently, also the matrix (2.13) are degenerate. 
3. Regularized splines convergence 
3.1. Auxiliary identities and inequalities 
It was shown above that the solution s(x) = S,, 4, m(fd) of the minimization problem (1.4) satisfies 
the identity 
1 
2<S.,~.m(f~),~p>'m + - "< (AS.,~,m(A))d -A ,  (A~p)a>- = 0 
n 
(3.1) 
for any function tp ~ W~'°[0, 1]. This identity is the condition (2.1) written in another form. In 
particular for ~o(x) = S~,a.m(fd) we obtain from (3.1) that 
1 
- <(ASn,  x,m(fa)),~ - -A ,  (ASn, a,m(A))a > = - AIS ,a,m(A)lem, 
n 
(3.2) 
and for tp (x) = Sn, 4, m (f~) -- U (X), U (X) being the exact solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.2), we obtain 
the identity 
1 
- I I (AS . ,a ,m(A) -  Au)d II 2 = A <Sn, A,m(A) , U - -  Sn, A,m( A)  > m 
n 
(3.3) 
(here we have profited from the fact (Au)a =f  a). 
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Fromf~ = [f~ - (AS.,~,,,,(fa))~] + (AS..x,m(f~))~ we obtain 
l[ fdll z= I l fd -AS. ,z .m( fAd l l2+ [IAS.,a,m(f~)~[I 2 
+ 2 ~, fa - AS,,x,m(fz)z, (AS,,x,m(fa))z >-, 
which, by using Eq. (3.2), yields 
II f~ll 2 = I IA  - AS.,~.m(f~hll 2 
+ I[(as.,a,m(fa))a II z + 2n2lSn, a,m(fa)12m. (3.4) 
Analogously from u = u - S.,a,m(f~) + S.,a,m(fZ) we obtain 
lul~m = lu - S , .~.=(A) I2m + IS , .~.m(f~) l  2 
+ 2 <u - S.,a.m(fz), S.,a,/(f~) >',., (3.5) 
and hence through (3.3) we have the identity 
[u[ 2 = lu -- Sn, a,m(A)12m + ISn, x,,.(fd)12.. 
2 
+ ~ II(A(S.,~,m(f~) - u)h II 2 . (3.6) 
The above equality is similar to the first integral identity for the interpolating polynomial splines. 
Notice that the estimate 
1 
ISn, x,m(fZ)12m ~ ~ 11 fa II 2 (3.7) 
follows from (3.4). It is, however, a bad estimate for small 2. By the way, for n fixed and for 
2 -o + oe it follows from (3.7) that 
Sn,~,m(fd) = O, X e [0, 1]. (3.8) 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2 
To prove this theorem we need an inequality which would hold for any q0 ~ W~' [0, 1] [5, p. 342]: 
22~1~p1~ 2 < c211~p~ll / + Dz]2ml~Pl2m, k =0,m- -  1, (3.9) 
where C = C(A/A_) is a polynomial of degree 2(m - 1) with respect o zl/A, D = D(m, k) >~ 1. 
In particular, for k = 0 and for ~0 - u - Sn,~,m(f~) we obtain from (3.9) that 
lu - S.,a,,.(fz)lg ~ Cz] [l(u -Sn ,  2,m(fa))a I[ 2 
+ DA2mlu - S,,a.m(f~)] 2 . (3.10) 
Let us assume now that there exists a constant M > 0, independent ofn, such that the inequality 
l[ (~0d 11 2 ~ M [I (Atp)~ II2 (3.11) 
holds for any cp e W~ '° [0, 1]. 
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Applying (3.11) to the vector (u - S.,X,,,(f~))A and using (3.6) we obtain the estimate 
n2 
II (u - Sn,~,rn(fA))g II 2 ~< M-~-lul z, 
and from (3.6) the estimate 
Ilu - S.,~,m(f~)llZ.n <~ IlUlZm. (3 .12)  
Therefore the inequality 
nx ) 
+ Oz] TM lUlZm (3.13) 
is valid. 
Since the partition A = An is assumed to be quasiuniform according to the theorem, the product 
An in (3.13) may be estimated as z~n ~< c,. 
So the estimate (1.7) of the theorem is proved for k = 0: 
lu - S.,a,,n(f~)10 z ~< ZlulZ, n, (3.14) 
L - MCc ,2  + o~2m 
2 
and for k = m (the inequality (3.10)). Adding the inequalities (3.12) and (3.14) we obtain the estimate 
Ilu - Sn, a,m(fA)ll2m <~ (1 + L)lulZ~. (3.15) 
Now let us define the map 
T(u) =- u -- S,,z.,,((Au)~), u e WT°[0,1]. 
Then Proposition l(iii) shows that T is a bounded linear map from the quotient space 
W~'°[0, 1]/1I  ° into W°[0, 1] by the estimate (3.14), and into W~'[0, 1] by the estimate (3.15). In 
virtue of well-known results on interpolating Besov spaces B~2 [0, 1] [7, p.16] we obtain 
T" W~'°[0, 1]/11 ° ~ B~½ -°'m, (3.16) 
fl T [1 <~ L°(1 + L)'-° 
For a concrete 0 = (m -- k ) /m we have B~2 [0, 1] = wkz [0, 1] in virtue of Proposition 1 (i) and 
inequality 
In - Sn, a,m(f~)l 2 <~ II Tull 2 <~ (1 + z)k/mL(rn-k)/mlul2m, k = 0,m - 1. 
by (3.16). This consideration resumes, on the whole, the proof of the estimate (1.7) and of the 
theorem. 
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